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Introduction

Apply e-enterprise integration’s tool 
on the sharing skills platform



sharing economy

■ It’s core is 〝use without possession〞.



motivation

■ Based on these issues, this article aims to design a web 
page for customers in order to provide a high-quality 
platform to use, allowing sellers to sell their skills to 
earn money, and buyers can also learn invisible 
knowledge through this platform.
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What
It is a platform for Taiwan user to 
share their skill like share any daily 
product.

Why
There is no one do the platform with 
skill.

When
Whenever you want to sell your skill, 
you just log in and upload the sill, yor
are the teacher!

Where
Every place with Internet.

Who
Anyone who has appealing skill

How
Go to my YuHan skillshared websit!



As is
Step1. The customers go 
outside or surf on search 
engine blindly. 
Step2. The customers find 
some direct stores which 
provide specific skill. 
Step3. The customers 
purchase skill from the seller 
by no comparison. 

To be
Step1. The customers go to 
the YuHan skill shared web 
and browse the skill they 
would like to learn.
Step2. The customers log in 
the online ordering system 
and purchase the skill what 
they want.
Step3. The seller(teacher) will 
contact the customer(student) 
by the transaction record.

As is / To be



demonstration



Database schema

Skill owner Skill list Transaction 
record

Member list Skill list



Web Demonstration

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJfHuATJYsQ

GO

http://140.114.54.94/group1/Yuhan/business/index.html


All sellers on the platform need to 

be authenticated. The seller's 

personal data will be connected to 

facebook, so we can know more 
about the seller.

There is a scoring 

system for each 

seller, so according 

to this system, the 

user could know 

about the seller's 
quality and attitude

Become as 
powerful as 

Taobao
shopping site

Future directions



Thanks!

Any questions?


